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1. Short Depth UPS 

   

 
 

 

Purchasing a short depth and 
or slimline UPS - 
(Uninterruptible Power 
Supply) can be a great way to 
reduce valuable real estate 
space in your communications 
cabinet and save power bill 
dollars off your server room 
costs. 
 
Purchasing a network 
management card will also 
allow proactive local and 
remote alerts of potential 
issues, thus allowing quick 
response maintenance and 
less down time. 
 
Invest in the future and setup 
a modular hot swappable 
chassis that will grow with 
your needs saving the initial 
cost of a larger UPS system.  
 
Alpha Energy recommends 
and can provide expert 
solutions in the Powercom, 
Eaton and APC UPS range.  
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2. Unified Management Systems 

Deploy an external cloud based CRM and use a managed IT service company to provide the necessary processing power, 
office software, threat protection and user ports needed to accommodate the correct number of staff in you organization. 
For example at Alpha Energy we use Netsuite as the cloud based CRM which is also the company’s internal inventory 
software, warehouse, sales, website/web store and accounting operating system. It is all taken care of by the Netsuite 
system. This reduces the need for multiple legacy systems and conflicting software. Netsuite also provide some data 
disaster recovery in case of emergency. 

 
 

 In relation to the Managed IT services available, there are a vast                                                                
number of companies willing to offer a number of different price plans and 
services to suit all company needs.  

  
  

 

3. Simply Cost Effective Racks 

Use different floor mount, stand alone, heavy duty cabinets and racks to suit all your server room and business needs. 

Server real estate space is valuable, so make sure you consider a holistic view to get the overall plan and investment 

correct on the first go. This will save future expenses and costs associated view mistakes and bad choices. Make sure the 

air flow is also calculated as this is a crucial flaw in many server rooms and can reduce the life and reliability of your 

equipment and D.C batteries.  

4. AC/DC Power rectifiers, inverters and filters 

A range of din rail, standalone and rack mountable power products, surge protection and harmonic filters can make or 

break your network performance & operation. This is especially true if your organization is in a rural location or near an 

industrial estate where A.C power can fluctuate from day to day and from summer to winter. 

5. Overall thoughts 

Overall thoughts to an effective IT&T campaign is to balance investment, company needs, growth and redundancy into a 

plan that is viable, flexible and future proof. If you need to pay for experts and customization solutions to suit your 

company needs, do so and use cloud based virtualization alternatives where possible to ensure you stay up to date and 

competitive with the everyday increasing updates to software & hardware infrastructure. Don’t forget about backup 

battery technology and ventilation specifications in the overall plan as this is very important for longevity and reliability to 

the equipment in your server room and consistent performance. 

 

 


